
FortuneJack Goes Big in Provably Fair and
Establishes Bug Bounty
PLINKO and MINES utilize the casino's Provably Fair system, which allows Players to confirm firsthand
the Random Number Generators of the games they're playing.

LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, December 7, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- FortuneJack gives away
free money if players find bugs in two new games just released by leading crypto-casino. Players
wishing to contribute in developing games need to post the flaws they have found on FJ
Subreddit. Small Bugs are awarded 0.02 BTC and include Visual, and Text Bugs; Medium Bugs
which will be transactions or incorrect win/bet situations will be rewarded by 0.08 BTC; Large
Bugs, the ones that touch Fairness Issue, are most rewarded by the company and are worth of
0.2 Bitcoins.

On December 7, the cryptocurrency online casino FortuneJack introduced PLINKO and MINES to
their selection of in-house games, joining the highly popular DICE as betting options exclusively
available to FortuneJack members.

Both PLINKO and MINES utilize the casino's Provably Fair system, which allows Players to confirm
firsthand the Random Number Generators (fairness) of the games they're playing.

Using the Provably Fair system, Players can personally verify the fact that both games also have
a 1% House Edge, some of the best odds in the FortuneJack casino.

Overview of PLINKO
The in-house designed PLINKO will be familiar to those who already know the popular game. To
play, you first decide your wager. Since the object of the game is to win a multiplier payout based
on pure luck, the higher the Player's wager, the higher their potential win.

The minimum bet for PLINKO is 0.1 mBTC. The maximum bet is 200 mBTC. The highest possible
win is 20000 mBTC.

Once the wager is decided, the Player then clicks play for a ball to drop from the top of the
screen. As the ball falls, it hits pegs on the way down, which change the ball's direction as it
makes its way towards multiplier pockets. And whichever pocket the ball lands in determines the
payout, which can be anywhere from 0.02x to 1000x.

How to play MINES 
MINES is another game designed by the FortuneJack team, and while it's similar to PLINKO in
ease of play, it involves a bit more strategy.

The Player begins by placing a wager and the number of mines they want in the game. Since the
object of the game is to uncover as many gems as possible before a mine is revealed, the more
mines the Player puts on the board, the higher the multiplier payouts. Once those specifications
are set, the board is covered in mystery boxes that the Player must select in the hopes that a
gem is revealed. If it is, the Player wins a payout and can cash out. Or, they can click another box
in the hopes of uncovering another gem. So while the multiplier payouts can add up fast,
uncovering a bomb means the wager and all winnings from that round are lost.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://fortunejack.com/
https://www.reddit.com/r/FortuneJackCasino/
https://www.reddit.com/r/FortuneJackCasino/


The minimum bet for MINES is 0.1 mBTC. The maximum bet is 500 mBTC. The highest possible
win is 23750 mBTC.

About FortuneJack
FortuneJack is one of the most popular cryptocurrency casinos online, and they were the first to
add altcoins to their banking options. In 2018, a relaunch brought an upgraded look and feel to
the website, as well as daily and weekly promotions and Jack's Club, a VIP system that rewards
comp points and bonuses to loyal members. It also amplified the company's commitment to
introducing new games and software providers to their selection, including the two newest,
Provably Fair, and exclusively in-house games known as PLINKO and MINES.
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